


Has anybody seen “NIGHTFALL”?

DON”T BOTHER!!
Rick is going to do a review of the movie in this issue, but let me tell you, it is one of the
worst movies of the year!!

Don’t waste your money on this piece of trash. I wish we hadn’t

Until Next Time

Hello
Ruth
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AD RATES
Full Page **********$15.00
Half Page***********$ 5.00
Forth Page**********$3.00

Classifieds Free up to 25 words
then five cents a word, more
than one classified from the
same person all words will be

counted.

STAR TREK AND SF
Star Trek Photo Novels 1 - 13 @ $12 each
Enterprise Logs 1 - 4 (GoldKey) @ $3.50

Trekon 75 Program Book - $1.50
Star Trek Tech Manuel (1st Edition) $50.00

Star Trek 1980 Desk Calendar $5.00
Trek or Treat $3.00

Fantastic Art of Boris Vallejo -$5.00
Space Puzzle (1972) $1.00



In 1941 a short story by Isaac Asimov appeared in the September
issue of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION about a planet that had
six suns and it was never night. They have a myth that every 2050
years nightfall and it ends civilization. Now the civilization in the story
is a very advanced civilization. Seemingly more so that we are...Now
lets jump forty seven years in the future, its now September 1988 and
the movie NIGHTFALL based on a story by Isaac Asimov starts in our
local theaters. Although some of the names are similar and the planet
never has night, I don’t think its based on the above story or anything
the good doctor has ever written. First three suns are done away with
(low Budget) and then the civilization takes a few steps backwards,
Oh Hell they jump almost back to caves!!! The editing of the movie
was either done by a blind man or they wanted to be artsy. It jumps
and is incoherent in spots, again this could have been the directors
idea of making a classic (Although Dr. Asimov didn’t need to do this in
the short story which is a classic). If you are a fan of Isaac Asimov
buy a copy of Prelude to Foundations and forget the movie. If you not
a far of the good doctor you can read NIGHTFALL in NIGHTFALLAND
OTHER STORIES. It also appears in other anthologies of Asimov.
The movie gets a minus Three stars (I would give them no stars but
they did away with three themselves) The short story gets five stars
forty seven years latter



arena,
Khan
Spock
Mudd
tribbles
Vulcan
Triskelion
Picard
Romulans
Enterprise
Kirk
McCoy
Sulu
Worf
Data
Scotty
Starfleet
Galileo

Star Trek Word Search





Everyone is familiar with most of the reported
aspects of the STAR TREK phenomena, ie,
Star Trek conventions, clubs, etc., but STAR
TREK has had a very large affect on my life

As I am writing this report I am only 3 weeks
away from attending the 1988 World Science
Fiction Convention in New Orleans, Going
with me are Mark, Don, Nan, Sharon, Ed,
Jay, Sean, and Pat. Once there we will meet
up with some people I have yet to meet but, I
am assured by my friends listed above that I
will feel right at home with them.

Now you are saying to yourselves “Hat in
Sam H__L has this to do with STAR TREK?”
Well with the exception of Mark, were not for
STAR TREK I would not know any of the
other people and certainly be the lesser for it.
A more congenial group of talented people I
have yet to meet.

I started reading SF when I was but 8 or 9
years of age, but did not know of organized
fandom until I was the ripe old age of 20
when Mark got me to join the Star Trek
Federation of Fans. Talk about cultural
shock! In the mundane world I am a
bookkeeper, a good one but still a
bookkeeper. In the list above there are
writers, artist, medical artisans,
programmers, etc. I sometimes feel like a
pair of brown shoes in world of tuxedos.
What little I know of writing is in this column
(and some would say “Thank God”). I have

Much less a straight line, and I can put on
a band-Aid, but not much else.

However, I am fortunate to call these
people my friends for our common bond is
the ability to stretch our minds and accept
new ideas and customs. We may not
embrace them as our own but we can
accept their existence (“I may not agree
with what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it”.

It is this same ability that STAR TREK
showed to the world that drew us all
together. And not just those listed above
but also Myra, Ken, Beth, Rick, Ruth and
dozens of other I have come to know and
love and cherish their friendship.

This is the true phenomena of STAR
TREK the gathering together of people
from all walks of life to talk, exchange
ideas, philosophies, and to dream together
of a future of peace for all beings from all
worlds.

My friends I love you all.
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